The pattern of evolution of smaller-scale gene duplicates in mammalian genomes is more consistent with neo- than subfunctionalisation.
Gene duplication and the accompanying release of negative selective pressure on the duplicate pair is thought to be the key process that makes functional change in the coding and regulatory regions of genomes possible. However, the nature of these changes remains unresolved. There are a number of models for the fate of gene duplicates, the two most prominent of which are neofunctionalisation and subfunctionalisation, but it is still unclear which is the dominant fate. Using a dataset consisting of smaller-scale (tandem and segmental) duplications identified from the genomes of four fully sequenced mammalian genomes, we characterise two key features of smaller-scale duplicate evolution: the rate of pseudogenisation and the rate of accumulation of replacement substitutions in the coding sequence. We show that the best fitting model for gene duplicate survival is a Weibull function with a downward sloping convex hazard function which implies that the rate of pseudogenisation of a gene declines rapidly with time since duplication. Our analysis of the accumulation of replacement substitutions per replacement site shows that they accumulate on average at 64% of the neutral expectation immediately following duplication and as high as 73% in the human lineage. Although this rate declines with time since duplication, it takes several tens of millions of years before it has declined to half its initial value. We show that the properties of the gene death rate and of the accumulation of replacement substitutions are more consistent with neofunctionalisation (or subfunctionalisation followed by neofunctionalisation) than they are with subfunctionalisation alone or any of the other alternative modes of evolution of smaller-scale duplicates.